Dielectric resonances and B(1) field inhomogeneity in UHFMRI: computational analysis and experimental findings.
B(1) Field inhomogeneity and the relative effects of dielectric resonances are analyzed within the context of ultra high field MRI. This is accomplished by calculating the electromagnetic fields inside spherical phantoms and within a human head model in the presence and absence of an RF coil. These calculations are then compared to gradient echo and RARE images, respectively. For the spherical phantoms, plane incident wave analyses are initially presented followed by full wave finite difference time domain (FDTD) calculations. The FDTD methods are then utilized to examine the electromagnetic interactions between the TEM resonator and an anatomically detailed human head model. The results at 340 MHz reveal that dielectric resonances are most strongly excited in objects similar in size to the human head when the conducting medium has a high dielectric constant and a low conductivity. It is concluded that in clinical UFHMRI, the most important determinants of B(1) field homogeneity consist of 1) the RF coil design, 2) the interaction between the RF coil, the excitation source and the sample, and finally 3) the geometry and electrical properties of the sample.